**DESCRIPTION**

The MVP28 is a high output, super-compact, two-way stage monitor system. The system utilizes one LM20™ proprietary high-frequency compression driver coupled to an exponential horn and one 12" woofer for high sensitivity and excellent power handling capability. These components are matched to an extremely low-profile enclosure of an optimally tuned, direct radiating, bass reflex design. The recessed handles, black carpet exterior, perforated steel grille, and injection molded corners make this system attractive, rugged and easily transportable.

The MVP28 offers a robust internal crossover with Thermal Link™ Dynamic HF Driver Protection. The crossover is built to last with high quality inductors, precision wound coils and military grade circuit boards. The proprietary Thermal Link™ Dynamic HF Driver Protection circuit provides both over-current and thermal protection for added performance and reliability.

Designed as a high performance stage monitor, the MVP28 offers the clarity and detail necessary for critical live performance use. In addition, its smooth, peak-free response provides maximum gain before feedback ensuring capability for high on-stage sound pressure levels. The compact, low-profile design makes the MVP28 ideal for TV broadcast, house of worship and other applications where stage equipment must be as unobtrusive as possible, yet provide fully professional performance.

**APPLICATIONS:**

- Sound Reinforcement/Portable PA
- Clubs/DJ
- Bands
- Houses of Worship
- Permanent Installation
- Sport Facilities & Health Clubs
- Rental Systems
- Karaoke

**FEATURES:**

- Signal Present LED
- Thermal Link™ HF Driver Protection
- LM20™ Low Mass FerroFluid-Cooled Non-Metallic Diaphragm
- Heavily Braced MDF Construction
- Two 1/4" Input Connectors, and Two Locking Connectors
- Recessed Handles
- 16 gauge Steel Grilles
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The loudspeaker system shall be a two-way, full-range stage monitor design with one 12” woofer and one 3/4” exit HF driver with a non-metallic diaphragm mounted to a 90° H x 40° V molded horn. Drivers shall be connected to an integral crossover with a crossover frequency of 2 kHz and a HF driver over-current and thermal protection circuitry. There shall be two 1/4" phone jacks and two locking connectors. The loudspeaker enclosure shall be black carpeted MDF construction with a 16 gauge perforated steel grille. The system shall have an amplitude response of 80 Hz to 14 kHz (+/-5.5 dB), input capability of 35V RMS, 94 dB sensitivity at one meter and 2.83 V/8 ohms nominal impedance. The nominal dispersion shall be 90° H x 40° V from 2 kHz to 12.5 kHz. The loudspeaker shall be 20.4” (518.6 mm) H x 14.5” (368 mm) W x 13.8” (351 mm) D and weigh 30 lbs (13.6 kg).

ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS SPECIFICATIONS

The loudspeaker system shall be a two-way, full-range stage monitor design with one 12” woofer and one 3/4” exit HF driver with a non-metallic diaphragm mounted to a 90° H x 40° V molded horn. Drivers shall be connected to an integral crossover with a crossover frequency of 2 kHz and a HF driver over-current and thermal protection circuitry. There shall be two 1/4" phone jacks and two locking connectors. The loudspeaker enclosure shall be black carpeted MDF construction with a 16 gauge perforated steel grille. The system shall have an amplitude response of 80 Hz to 14 kHz (+/-5.5 dB), input capability of 35V RMS, 94 dB sensitivity at one meter and 2.83 V/8 ohms nominal impedance. The nominal dispersion shall be 90° H x 40° V from 2 kHz to 12.5 kHz. The loudspeaker shall be 20.4” (518.6 mm) H x 14.5” (368 mm) W x 13.8” (351 mm) D and weigh 30 lbs (13.6 kg).

LIMITED WARRANTY

Community MVP loudspeakers are guaranteed to be free from defects in materials and workmanship from the original date of sale for a period of five years in the U.S.A and worldwide. This warranty is automatically transferable to any and all owners during the specified period. For complete warranty information, consult the product owners manual or call (610) 876-3400 for a copy.